
F
rom Marie Antoinette to Dick Strawbridge, the château
has cast a romantic spell well beyond the borders of
France, seducing many to buy into the fantasy of
running their own turreted kingdom. However,

ownership can come at a great financial cost — never more so
than now.

For those still seeking the dream, though, help is at hand. Tanya
Andrews runs Sifex, an agency that specialises in selling
châteaux but has evolved to o�er a wider range of belles
demeures.

Live your French château fairytale from 
€375,000

From a blue-shuttered bastide in Provence to a hunting 
tower on the Dordogne, pick your dream bolt hole

OVERSEAS

This 11-bedroom villa in L’Isle sur la Sorgue is on sale for €5.945 million through Knight Frank

By Karen Tait

Sunday July 03 2022, 12.01am BST, The Sunday Times
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“We increasingly include other historic buildings such as
manoirs, chartreuses, maisons de maître, bastides and
farmhouses,” she says. “With the cost of heating going up by the
day and the repairs required for large châteaux, many people
now look for something smaller, warmer and more easily
resaleable.”

So if you want the features of a château but without the stress,
what’s on o�er? The trick is to look for a property that would
have belonged to someone with status within the community. A
manoir or manor house, for example — elegant and stately but
more contained.

There are also gentilhommière (a small manor house), mas (a
Provençal farmhouse), hunting lodges, bourgeois townhouses,
art nouveau villas and even converted priories.

ADVERTISEMENT

“There is something dreamy about the thought of owning a
château with turrets or crenellations, elaborate gardens and
sweeping drives,” says Julie Savill of Beaux Villages estate

Claudia Langstone’s home La Divine is also a boutique B&B
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agency. “But it is possible to get the kerb appeal, a taste of the
grandeur and a sense of space in a smaller property — think
manoir or maison bourgeoise for cachet on a manageable and
a�ordable scale.”

To achieve the balance between luxury and practicality, Savill
recommends a larger, formal country house. “Look for an
imposing façade, statement front door or porch, high ceilings
(you’ll need them for the chandeliers), wide staircase, large
kitchen and spare bedrooms for all the guests who are bound to
be heading your way. These properties with four to eight
bedrooms and original features are much sought-after right
now.”

Since the pandemic Joanna Leggett of Leggett estate agency has
noticed a clear shift in demand towards bigger properties, with
space for extended family and the ability to work from home —
although perhaps not as big as a château. “Other, less grand
properties can be more cost-e�ective while o�ering brighter
accommodation,” she says. “Those that are selling best o�er
high-speed broadband, home o�ces ‘with a view’ and big rooms
with plenty of windows to let in the glorious French sunshine.”

While châteaux often have a couple of wings, several floors,
accessed via multiple stairways, towers and extensive
outbuildings, properties like a manoir or maison de maître have
a much simpler, more practical and symmetrical layout that
lends itself better to modern-day living.

SPONSORED

Leesa Le May, her partner, Alastair, and daughter, Cersei — the family recently bought a 
property in Lot-et-Garonne
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Pedal power to the
people: how this London

It’s time to shred the

“We are so happy we chose a manoir over a château,” says Sue
Alemann, who lives with her husband, Martin, in Bumblebee
Manor — or Manoir Bourdon — in the Loire Valley. “The basic
rectangular shape and simple roofline make it easy to renovate
and maintain. The standard layout creates what would be
considered a modern open-plan and indoor/outdoor flow that
make it a joy to live in. The high ceilings in every room are an
added bonus. I must admit that I wish we had a turret, though!”

This mix of history and modernity is echoed by Jack Harris, a
partner at Knight Frank estate agency. He says: “International
buyers are particularly enamoured by châteaux, but these are
not always conducive to modern living as they tend to feature
thick walls, unconventional room shapes and sizes.” He
suggests buyers look to other grand styles, including mansions
(or hôtels particuliers) closer to Paris, bastides in the southeast
and maisons de maître or chartreuses in the southwest.”

While manoirs and maisons de maître work well as small hotels
or B&Bs, they also make ideal family homes, which is exactly
what Jane Grainger was looking for when her husband was
o�ered a job in the aerospace industry in Toulouse.

“We would have loved a château but didn’t think we’d find
anything like that in our price range,” she says. “We now have a
home that we never in our wildest dreams imagined owning.”
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Their home is a maison de maître near Albi. “We love the high
ceilings, tall windows that let in so much light, the proportions
of the rooms and also the flow, as well as all the original
features — not to mention my husband has fulfilled an ambition
of having his own cellar.”

It can sometimes be di�cult to distinguish between a château
and a manoir — “especially if you find a manoir with a tower,”
Andrews says. It can also come down to past financial decisions,
as Leesa Le May discovered: “Our belle époque manoir is called
Maison du Fort but was originally called Château du Fort.
However, in the 1800s the owner decided to downscale it to a
maison for tax purposes!”

Leesa, her partner, Alastair, and daughter, Cersei, have only
recently bought the property in Lot-et-Garonne and move in on
Tuesday. They will be only the second family to own the house
since 1760 and it comes with all the furniture. “Every room is
packed with period pieces with a beautiful patina,” Le May says.
“The house was once important in the village, so benefits from
mains drainage and electricity. It has the grandeur for the art
holidays we want to run but is cosy and warm.”

For elegant château-like features but without swathes of land to
worry about, a bourgeois townhouse is ideal. What’s more, you
can easily access all the amenities of the town.

A property on the edge of a village can also be a good option, as
Claudia Langstone found out. Having narrowly missed out on
their dream home in Burgundy — a “fabulous manoir, a small
château perhaps” — Claudia and her family eventually found
another property that “touched our hearts”.

“The house we bought is a maison bourgeoise,” Langstone says.
“For many generations it was owned by the same wealthy
Parisian family as a holiday retreat. It is simple and spacious,
friendly and welcoming. Not too big, not too small. It has barns,
stables and one hectare [2.5 acres] of land, which is more than
enough. We often think we have chosen wisely. Sometimes we
still dream about owning a château, but dreams are easy
because they are not reality.”

Langstone’s home, La Divine, is also a boutique B&B. In contrast,
larger château businesses can be somewhat of a risk, as she
points out: “You have to o�er something really special if you
want to survive. And if you depend on that business for an PREVIOUS ARTICLE NEXT ARTICLE
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income and face a situation like Covid, illness or marital
breakdown, how do you survive having to pay running costs for
a place that size?”

ADVERTISEMENT

If after all that you absolutely must have a château but fear the
expense and dedication required to own one, don’t despair — a
“petit château” might be right up your rue.

Janet and Gerry de Bathe bought Château de Fayolle in 2004,
having owned a house in southwest France, spotted in an advert
in The Sunday Times in 1982. It was pretty run down, with “no
bath or shower”, Janet says. “It certainly helped us to realise
what was important when choosing our next property.”

Although they didn’t set out to buy a château, they agreed to
look at Fayolle after their adult daughter spotted it for sale.
“Within days of seeing the handpainted sign she had turned our
vague notion of returning to France into a booked flight and
excited chatter.”

At first the château provided a large home for themselves and
their daughter’s family, but after a few years of friends and
family hosting their weddings there, a business developed.

Buying a smaller château turned out to be the right decision.
“We knew from our experience of renovations that costs would
inevitably spiral upwards, so a more modest, structurally sound
building was much more sensible,” Janet says. “We love her. She
is 400 years old and full of charm.”

Properties for sale
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Charente, €375,000 
Step up the lavender-fringed path to this stylish maison de
maître o�ering luxury living, close to the historic and
picturesque Verteuil-sur-Charente. Light, bright and homely, it
has four bedrooms, including three spacious bedroom suites;
beauxvillages.com

Deux-Sèvres, €449,000 
Balustrades, tick; turrets, tick, ivy-clad stone walls, tick. This
petit château has six bedrooms, three bathrooms, an orangery, a
pool and almost 12 acres of land. It is in the village of Béceleuf,
about 40 miles from Poitiers; frenchestateagents.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

Haute-Saône, €484,000 
Recently reduced by almost €200,000, this French manor with
six bedrooms and four bathrooms has been beautifully
renovated and sits on the edge of a small country village on the
border of the Haute-Saône and Haute-Marne, south of Nancy.
The 13-acre grounds include a tourelle de chasse: a small tower
for hunters to keep an eye on their dogs;
frenchestateagents.com

House Sitters in Ireland

Find Your Pet's Perfect Sitter

Find A Verified House Sitter And Be Welcomed Back By Healthy And Happy Pets.

trustedhousesitters.com OPEN
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Charente, €583,000 
This is what half a million buys you in rural France: a
magnificent seven-bedroom manor house dating from 1887 set
in its own parkland gardens with forest and outbuildings. Only
a five-minute drive from local amenities and a 30-minute drive
from Angoulême; frenchestateagents.com

Aude, €590,000 
With more shutters than you can shake a baguette at, this
magnificent nine-bedroom, four-bathroom maison de maître
has a large pool, grounds and outbuildings. It is about seven
miles from Narbonne in Aude. The price has been cut from
€675,000; frenchestateagents.com

Manche, €636,000 
Surf the waves: just a 15-minute drive from the coast, this
maison de maître in Bricquebec has eight bedrooms, five
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bathrooms, a three-bedroom annexe — and decent wi-fi. It is set
in secluded walled gardens and has ample parking. Cherbourg is
15 miles away; frenchestateagents.com

Charente, €661,500 
Toast your new surroundings in this elegant 19th-century
townhouse with enclosed gardens in Cognac. It is set within a
private park of 3,500 sq m and within walking distance to the
market, bar and restaurants. It retains all of its original features,
including high ceilings, period floors and staircases. There are
grand reception rooms and 13 en suite bedrooms;
frenchestateagents.com

Var, €775,000 
Live out your years in Provence in this blue-shuttered six-
bedroom stone bastide set in almost four acres, with olive trees,
swimming pool and pond. It is a mile from the vibrant village of
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Aups and about a 90-minute drive to Marseilles and Nice;
frenchestateagents.com

Tarn, €780,000 
A ten-minute drive from Castres, one of the largest towns in the
Tarn, which is also home to the Goya Museum, this nine-
bedroom 18th-century maison de maître with a dovecote, guest
cottage, stables and a garage is set in 12 acres of beautiful
parkland. The long-promised motorway link with Toulouse is
due to be completed soon; sifex.co.uk

Deux-Sèvres, €851,100 
It may have been built in 1804, but this beautiful characterful
home has thermodynamic solar-heated water, an air-source
heat exchange central heating system and a salt-water
swimming pool. The main house has five bedrooms and there
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are two two-bedroom guest cottages in the ten acres of grounds.
It is a 20-minute drive from Poitiers; beauxvillages.com

Lot-et-Garonne, €925,000 
Sitting in more than six acres of land, this property combines
privacy with the convenience of the village of Tournon
d’Agenais (o�cially one of the most beautiful villages in France)
within an easy stroll — and the joys of a heated swimming pool.
The elegant maison de maître, which was built in 1882, has five
bedrooms, five bathrooms and a cinema; beauxvillages.com

Dordogne, €1.272 million 
The classic Dordogne dream — with a turreted tower and blue
shutters — this stone manor house has four bedrooms and four
bathrooms as well as two gîtes and a swimming pool. It is set in
about seven acres of land amid lovely countryside, six miles
from the sought-after town of Sarlat; sifex.co.uk
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Loire-Atlantique, €1.29 million 
Near Nantes, this charming 16th-century six-bedroom manor
house has all the classic accoutrements for château-style living,
including plentiful outbuildings, a turret, an old chapel and a
former dovecote. The price has recently been reduced;
sifex.co.uk

Gers, €1.295 million 
This attractive maison de maître oozes just the right amount of
liveable luxury. Near Condom, it has nine bedrooms, a
basement gym, swimming pool, sta� accommodation and three
acres of grounds; knightfrank.co.uk
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Bouches-du-Rhône, €1.49 million 
Lie back on a lounger by the heated swimming pool and soak up
the “you’ve made it in style” status of this mini estate near
Saint Rémy de Provence. On the three-acre wooded plot is a six-
bedroom 19th-century villa with said pool, floodlit tennis court
and cellar; knightfrank.com

Dordogne, €1.6 million 
This 13th-century chartreuse — typical in Gascony and often
mistaken for castles — has ten bedrooms, nine bathrooms, a
pool and valley views, near Bergerac. It comes with a guest
apartment with its own entrance and a second pool; stables; a
two-bedroom house to renovate; and 27 acres of land;
sifex.co.uk
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Gironde, €1.6 million 
Toot your own horn at this former early-19th-century hunting
lodge on the banks of the River Dordogne, a ten-minute drive
from the wine capital of St-Émilion. The property has four
bedrooms, three bathrooms and is set in three acres of gardens;
sifex.co.uk

Charente-Maritime, €1.908 million 
An exceptional eight-bedroom priory near Royan in Charente-
Maritime, ten minutes from the beach on foot. Set on about ten
acres of land, it comes with a caretaker’s cottage, guest house
and another independent space with bedroom/bathroom, barn
and a magnificent dovecote. There is a tennis court and a pool
too; sifex.co.uk
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MOVE

Cornwall, £1.25 million 
You’ll need to learn how to pronounce Mousehole — “Mowzel” by the way — 
one of Cornwall’s most...
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